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SK Global Software is one of the first
and only banking service providers to
offer cloud-based Banking Automation
services for Microsoft Dynamics 365.
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Because the solution is
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a challenge. Thankfully, MCI found
everything it needed in its partnership
with SK Global Software.
“They no longer have to worry
about what bank they work with

Because the solution is cloud-based,
MCI now enjoys consistently fast
performance at all of its locations,
as well as improved efficiency
and cost savings compared to its
previous on-premise system.
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“SK Global made
everything easy,” Tornø
said. “We look forward
to a direct relationship.”
To find out more about the benefits
of MCI’s move to a cloud-based
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Banking
Automation solution, as well as the
advantages this type of technology
could offer for your company,
contact us today.
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